California Common Cause has anchored the Election Protection program in coordination with the
Election Protection Coalition for over a decade. As part of this program, we have worked to ensure voter
preparedness before Election Day and managed a hotline for voters to receive assistance or report any
issues they encounter as they go to the polls. Over the years, we have deployed hundreds of staff and
volunteers to polling places to observe the voter experience and address any obstacles to voting,
including issues with election administration and voter suppression. In fielding thousands of calls on the
Election Protection hotline and monitoring hundreds of poll sites, we have worked with election officials
to resolve problems that come up on Election Day and examine policy changes to address systemic
issues.
Voter protection is at the core of our mission: empowering ordinary citizens to make their voice heard
and strengthening democratic participation. While a significant portion of our work is dedicated to
developing and implementing public policy related to the voter experience, our Election Protection
program ensures that voters’ rights are fully enforced when it’s time for Californians to cast their ballots.
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This year’s midterms have garnered more attention than most recent midterm elections: coming off the
heels of a historic presidential race, Californians went to the polls to elect the state’s next governor in
the June 2018 primary election. While many watched to see if any of the major parties would get shut
out of some races because of California’s top-two primary system, what many Californians might not
have heard about is the piloting of a brand-new election model in 5 California counties. The new
election model, offered to counties under the Voter’s Choice Act, gives voters more flexibility and
choices in deciding how to cast their ballot: all voters receive their ballot by mail and can vote in person
by visiting any Vote Center in their county during an 11-day period. This year, Madera, Nevada, Napa,
Sacramento, and San Mateo counties piloted the Voter’s Choice Act.
California Common Cause continued its Election Protection program in the June 2018 primary election.
Our poll monitors visited voting sites to observe the voter experience, report any issues in election
administration and voter suppression, and provide support to voters and pollworkers if needed*. This
year, we monitored polling places and observed the debut of Vote Centers in several of the Voter’s
Choice Act (VCA) counties. Not only did this give us insight into the nuances of the Vote Center pilot, but
also gave us a valid comparison between these counties and counties running elections on the
traditional model.
We observed the primary election in the following counties:
•
•
•

Los Angeles
Napa (VCA county)
Orange

•
•
•

Sacramento (VCA county)
Santa Clara
San Mateo (VCA county)

In total, we visited a total of 48 POLLING PLACES AND VOTE CENTERS in these 6 COUNTIES.

Below is a compiled summary of our observations from the field along with the calls and reports we
received through the Election Protection Coalition.
Each county voting site we monitored demonstrated various practices worth highlighting, particularly:
•
•
•

•

Making a good faith effort to recruit bilingual pollworkers
Working to ensure that polling places and Vote Centers are accessible with ample parking
Training pollworkers to know and respect voter rights, including:
o Keeping ID requests generally minimal, unless required by law
o Offering alternative options to voters - those with registration or other issues were
generally encouraged to cast a provisional ballot or re-register with Conditional Voter
Registration
Minimizing wait times for voters
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•
•

o Wait times were below 5 minutes at 45 of the 48 locations we observed
Establishing mobile and remote voting locations (Orange and San Mateo)
Instructing voters to pay attention to the long list of candidates in certain races

The most common types of calls to the Election Protection hotline from Californian voters include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General inquiries about vote-by-mail ballots and where to vote
Questions about Conditional Voter Registration
Reports of pollworker misconduct, including voter suppression
Registered voters who were asked to vote a provisional ballot
Registered voters who were missing from the voter rolls
Overvoting on long ballots
Polling places or Vote Centers not opening on time
Translated election materials not clearly displayed or lack of bilingual pollworker nametags

Based on our observations in the field, along with calls and reports we received through the Election
Protection Coalition, we have developed a set of recommendations* for the counties operating
elections under the Voter’s Choice Act, counties considering a transition to the Voter’s Choice Act, and
counties operating elections under the traditional model.

Thank you to our Common Cause staff and poll monitors whose observations and recommendations
contributed to this report, including Sylvia Moore, Alvin Valverde, Jack Blattner, Nicolas Heidorn, Helen
Grieco, Troy Candiotti, Tim Duong, Kathay Feng, Dan Vicuna, and Dornaz Memarzia. We would also like
to acknowledge our partners in the Election Protection coalition, led by the Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights Under Law. And finally, thank you to the county registrars and elections offices who provided
materials and information to inform our program.

We invite elections officials, advocates, and stakeholders to provide feedback or inquire about any of
the observations and recommendations we share in this report. For feedback or questions, please
contact Kiyana Asemanfar, Policy Outreach Coordinator at California Common Cause, at (213) 623-1216
or kiyana@commoncause.org.
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(1)

Plan the Voting Site Setup in Advance

We observed that voting sites were generally well-selected, but the specific rooms used in some
locations were not ideally suited for voting. For example, in San Mateo County, we observed a vote
center in a library building. Vote center staff told us that the county’s original plan was to set up in
one of two rooms that were spacious but had desks and computers in the middle of the room,
making it difficult to operate a vote center. Instead they chose to set up in a smaller room that was
too cramped for voters. The entryway was also narrow because of the table setup. It would have
been an obstacle for a voter arriving in a wheelchair, although the vote center staff had already
prepared to accommodate such a voter by adjusting the tables by the entryway. Similarly, in Los
Angeles, the voting space usually used in a school auditorium was not available, forcing three
precincts to be split between two smaller rooms. These situations were less than ideal – by following
the recommendation below, this can be avoided in the future at other voting sites.

(2)

(3)

a. In county communications with pollworkers, we recommend designating the exact room,
not just the building, where voting will take place in advance. Before designating a space,
consider the room’s current setup, the adjustments needed to turn it into a voting space,
and what the best setup of tables, materials, and pollworkers would be. Clearly
communicate the designated room to pollworkers before they arrive at the site to set up.
Improve Voter Ability to Find Voting Sites
a. Use the unique address of the building where voting is taking place, instead of the
address of the general venue.
i. For example, for voting sites on a college or university campus, use the unique
address of the building, if it’s available, rather than the campus’s general address.
This will help voters who are relying on GPS to navigate to the voting site.
b. If there is no unique address for the building, use the address to the primary parking site
so voters go directly to the parking site upon arrival.
c. Ensure that there is sufficient signage from the parking site or entrance directing voters
to the right building.
d. Ensure that some form of signage is visible from the street. This helps voters traveling to
the site know that they have found the right location.
Provide Convenient Parking for Voters

We commend county efforts to provide accessible and convenient voting spaces for voters. We would
like to highlight the following practices that we observed and recommend that counties adopt similar
practices where possible.
a. Designate at least 1-2 accessible parking spaces and clearly mark them for voters with
disabilities. This is even more important for voting sites with street parking only.
b. Offer several parking spots and mark them as spots reserved for voters only. Ensure that
parking restricted by signs is reserved or correctly indicated to voters.
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(1)

Clearly Identify Multilingual
Support Available to Voters

In most voting sites, counties had
recruited bilingual pollworkers and
provided translated materials for
voters. However, we did observe some
instances where pollworkers with
language skills were not able to
identify their language skills to voters.
This could be either because the
county did not encourage those with
limited or partial language skills to
identify themselves to voters, or
because counties only provided
nametags and signs for the federal
and state-mandated languages required in their
counties.

Multilingual signage in Santa Clara County.

In several occasions, we observed that when bilingual pollworkers were stationed by the entrance or
check-in table, they were better able to assist voters with language needs. For example, in Orange
County, when a bilingual pollworker was moved from the exit where she was handing out stickers to
the entrance, she was able to greet and assist 4 Spanish-speaking voters right away.
a. We recommend stationing all bilingual pollworkers at the entrance or check-in table so
they are positioned to assist voters at the beginning of the voting process. This allows
them to immediately interact with voters with language needs when they enter the
voting site.
b. Provide pollworkers with customizable nametags so they can identify which languages
they can provide support in. Counties primarily provided nametags of the federal and
state required languages of their counties, which prevented workers who spoke other
languages from identifying their language skills to voters.
c. Provide a customizable sign for workers to identify their language skills to voters.
d. Encourage pollworkers to wear a nametag even if their language skills are limited.
(2)

Clearly Display Translated Election Materials for Voters

We observed that most voting sites had translated material, but they were often displayed in a
manner that limited their effectiveness. In some instances, these materials were stacked on top of
each other or displayed on the far side of the room. Other times, they were not labeled well so voters
and pollworkers didn’t know what they were. By providing more display guidance and signage for
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these materials, counties can improve the effectiveness of these materials for voters and better
comply with state language standards.

(3)

a. Provide signage in voting sites specifying where voters can find translated election
materials in the room, including sample ballots and facsimile ballots. These signs should
be written in all state and federally-mandated languages.
b. Train pollworkers on where and how to display translated election materials. These
materials should be prominently displayed and visible to voters when they enter the
venue. It should also be made clear that voters can take these translated materials with
them to the ballot box if they need to.
c. Ensure that translated election materials are labeled in the translated language and in
English, so that pollworkers and voters can identify the materials immediately.
Provide Additional Guidance for Limited English Voters

In San Mateo County, we observed that the County provided a sign that said “Take a Clipboard and
Sign Your Name” printed in English, Spanish, and Chinese. This sign guided voters on what to do when
they first entered the voting site. It was particularly helpful when pollworkers were busy with other
voters and could not help voters right away.
a. Print a sign telling voters the first step they should take when they enter a voting site.
This sign should be in English and all mandated languages.

(1) Ensure Accessible Access to Voting Sites
On the second day of operation,
one vote center in San Mateo
County became inaccessible
because garbage bins were placed
on the accessible path to the vote
center. Vote center workers were
unaware until our poll monitor
brought it to their attention.
a. Ensure that paths to the
voting site remain accessible. For
voting sites open for more than
one day, pollworkers should
check accessibility on a daily
basis.
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b. Ensure that there is ample space for voters with disabilities or those in a wheelchair to
enter and move around the voting site comfortably. This should be considered before
finalizing a voting site.
(2) Invest in Making Ideal Voting Sites Viable by Enhancing ADA Compliance
We note that in some counties implementing the Voters Choice Act, there has been consideration for
investing funds in sites to make them accessible according to the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA).
a. Provide microgrants for voting sites to become fully ADA compliant, particularly in
isolated or low-turnout communities. This one-time investment could help establish
locations that are otherwise ideal for voting as permanent voting sites that can be used
over the years.
(3) Enhance Curbside Voting for Voters with Unique Needs
In Orange County, we observed a voter receive curbside assistance. In this case, an individual
accompanying the voter got out of the car and went inside the voting site to request assistance. In
Los Angeles County, we observed a sign on the curbside directing voters to call a number to receive
curbside assistance – this helps unaccompanied voters who need curbside assistance but cannot
conveniently get to the voting site to request it and do not have someone to help them.
a. Ensure that Curbside Voting programs fully accommodate voters by providing signs on
the curbside directing voters to call a number to receive curbside assistance. Without
this, curbside voting is difficult for voters arriving at a voting site without assistance.

(1) Recruit Diverse Pollworkers
We observed many sites with pollworkers who represented the diversity of the neighborhood. This
included pollworkers who were able to assist voters in multiple languages and resolved problems with
friendliness and accuracy.
a. Make a good faith effort to recruit diverse pollworkers, particularly in communities of
color. This diversity includes:
i. Age diversity
ii. Gender diversity
iii. Ethnic diversity
iv. Geographic diversity
v. Language diversity
(2) Demonstrate Pollworker Appreciation in Small Ways
In Orange County, pollworkers receive a pin for every county election they work.
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a. Providing pollworkers a token of appreciation helps them feel appreciated. It could also
increase the likelihood that they return as a pollworker in future elections.

(3) Emphasize a “Turn No Voter Away” Philosophy in Pollworker Training
We observed virtually no voters being turned away at voting sites. For instance, when some Los
Angeles County voters were not found on the roster, pollworkers were quick to offer alternatives like
a provisional ballot. In cases where voters were marked as vote-by-mail voters but did not surrender
their ballot, pollworkers also offered them a provisional ballot.
a. Vote centers are uniquely equipped to address voters’ needs, so vote center worker
training should emphasize this philosophy. Vote centers’ capacity for Conditional Voter
Registration helps ensure that eligible voters are not turned away by vote center
workers.
b. For polling places workers, instilling a similar philosophy during training will encourage
pollworkers to resolve issues with voters by giving them a provisional ballot or directing
them to a location where they can access Conditional Voter Registration.

(1) Offer Pre-Registration at Voting Sites
a. Ensure that pre-registration is available and conspicuous at voting sites. Train pollworkers
to encourage pre-registration for youth who are accompanying voters to voting sites.
(2) Recruit Youth Pollworkers
In Los Angeles, Orange, and Santa Clara Counties, we observed several students working at voting
sites. Many were bilingual, enthusiastic about the process, and knowledgeable about correct election
practices. These young pollworkers are the future generation of voters and pollworkers.
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a. Conduct student outreach in high schools to recruit youth pollworkers. This outreach can
help build age diversity among pollworkers.
(3) Recruit Teachers as Ambassadors
When our poll monitors spoke to some youth pollworkers, many pointed to a teacher from their
school who recruited them to participate.
a. Build a network of teacher ambassadors for the youth pollworker program who can help
recruit youth pollworkers.
i. Teachers are close to the students and can be effective educators and recruiters
of youth pollworkers.
(4) Engage Young People at Voting Sites
Parents often bring their children with them when they vote. We observed that San Mateo County
offered “Future Voter” stickers, which vote center staff gave out to young people, and in one case, a
dog (this dog, however, does not have plans for casting a ballot in the future).
a. Offer “Future Voter” stickers to engage youth when they’re at voting sites. This helps
prepare the next generation of voters to vote when their time comes.
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Many counties offer online tools for looking up voting site locations or for provisional voters to follow up
on their ballots. We observed that Los Angeles County offers a tool on their website for provisional voters
to check on the status of their ballot after the election. We also observed that San Mateo County offers a
printed fact sheet to provisional voters listing potential reasons for why they were given a provisional
ballot and what steps they can take to track the status of their ballot. Their fact sheet includes links and a
phone number they can call for more information. We recommend these as good practices for all
counties.
(1) Provide a Voting Site Lookup Tool for Voters
a. Offer voters a lookup tool to find their polling place, vote center, or early vote location.
(2) Establish Several Resources for Provisional Voters
a. Offer an online tool for voters to track the status of their provisional ballot after the
election.
b. Post and distribute a provisional voting fact sheet at all voting sites. Train pollworkers to
give all provisional voters the fact sheet after they vote. Post the fact sheet in the voting
site for voters to reference to.
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We observed publicly posted poll monitor information in several counties, including San Mateo and Santa
Clara counties. When we visited a polling place or vote center, a pollworker would often direct us to the
Poll Monitor Guide to read over the guidelines before poll monitoring at the voting site.
(1) Train Pollworkers on the Role of Poll Monitors
a. Train pollworkers to expect third party poll monitors.
b. Brief them on the rights and role of poll monitors.
(2) Publicly Post Poll Monitor Information at Voting Sites
a. Posting information from the county at voting sites can serve as a resource and reference
for both pollworkers and poll monitors.
b. Any disagreements about allowed poll monitor conduct can be resolved by the publicly
posted document.

Dropboxes are secure ballot boxes where voters can dropoff their vote-by-mail ballots postage-free.
Dropboxes are a requirement for counties participating in the Voter’s Choice Act, giving voters three
options to return their vote-by-mail ballots: by mail, at a vote center, or at a dropbox.
(1) Ensure that Voters Sign their Vote-by-Mail
Ballot Envelope Correctly
a. On the vote-by-mail envelope, put
wording in bold “Remember to sign
the back of this envelope.”
b. Include one-sentence guidance on how
to sign, reminding voters to sign the
form as they signed their voter
registration form, driver’s license, or
state ID.
(2) Remove Common Barriers to Vote-by-Mail
Ballot Return
a. If funding allows, provide paid postage
for all vote-by-mail ballots.
b. Establish external 24-hour dropboxes
at select locations throughout the county to encourage vote-by-mail return and allow
voters to return their ballot postage-free.
(3) Engage Vote-by-Mail Voters
a. Include an “I Voted” Sticker in vote-by-mail packets
i. This will encourage vote-by-mail voters to wear their sticker after they voted and
share their sticker on social media
(4) Extend Dropbox Hours
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Dropboxes were a popular option for voters in the June election. In Napa County, all official
dropboxes were open 24/7, which is a great practice. We observed that dropboxes in other VCA
Counties had varied schedules. For example, in Sacramento County, dropboxes were open based on
the location’s regular business hours, which limited voters’ ability to cast their ballots, particularly in
the final days of the election period. One Sacramento County dropbox opened at noon on Election
Day, leading voters to slide their ballots under the door or not cast their ballot at all.
a. Keep all dropboxes open for extended hours beginning on the Sunday before Election
Day.
i. On Election Day, keep all dropboxes open during standard voting hours (7 AM – 8
PM) for voters to drop off their ballots.
b. Offer as many permanent, external 24-hour dropboxes as possible.
i. Dropboxes that are only open during standard business hours provide little
flexibility to working voters or voters with busy schedules. Expanding the number
of countywide 24-hour dropboxes will help those voters return their ballots.
(5) Make Dropboxes More Convenient for Voters
a. Provide curbside dropboxes for voters to drive by and drop their ballot off.
i. Curbside dropboxes help encourage return both by being visible to voters and by
allowing for a quick dropoff without requiring voters to park and walk into a
building to cast their ballot.
ii. Establish curbside dropboxes on the driver’s side so voters can drop their ballot
off without having to get out of their cars.
b. Consider effects on traffic when placing curbside dropboxes.
c. Reduce dropboxes at vote center locations.
i. All vote centers serve as ballot dropoff sites. Establishing dropboxes at vote
center locations is not only redundant, but also limits other communities’ access
to voting opportunities in the county.
ii. Instead of putting a dropbox at a vote center, establishing a dropbox in more rural
areas gives rural voters better opportunities to cast their ballots.
iii. Encouraging voters to visit the vote center will also help minimize ballot error.
We recommend assigning a vote center worker to check that the vote-by-mail
ballot is signed and accept ballot drop-offs at vote centers.
(6) Enhance Dropbox Designs To Make Them More Identifiable and Minimize Error
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a. Make the county dropboxes’ design
both eye-catching and uniform, so their
presence throughout the county
becomes noticeable to voters.
i. Use colors to draw attention to
dropboxes.
b. Include envelopes outside ballot
dropboxes and provide a pen to remind
voters to cast their ballot in a signed
envelope.
i. Put a picture of an envelope on the
dropox with any other guidelines so
voters cast their ballot correctly.
A ballot dropbox outside the Orange County Elections Office.

Our Conditional Voter Registration observations came primarily from Voter’s Choice Act counties since
every vote center offers it as a service to voters.
(1) Publicize Conditional Voter Registration and Educate Voters About It
We observed that many voters who visited vote centers knowing they needed to register had to come
in first to ask whether voter registration was offered at that location. These individuals told our poll
monitors that they were not confident in their ability to register at vote centers but showed up to
inquire whether or not they could.
Most Conditional Voter Registration cases we observed were initiated by vote center workers who
saw an issue with the voter’s registration file. However, we observed other individuals at the voting
site who could have benefited from knowing about CVR’s availability, particularly individuals who
were accompanying other voters. Instead of putting the burden on voters to ask about CVR and vote
center workers to offer CVR, ensuring clear signage at voting sites can be helpful to both parties.
a. Introduce signage like “REGISTER AND VOTE HERE” outside sites that offer Conditional
Voter Registration.
i. Like the current signage outside voting sites today indicating “VOTE” or “VOTE
HERE”, introducing signage saying “REGISTER AND VOTE HERE” will help bring
voters interested in CVR to the voting site. It also sends the general message to
the public that voter registration is still available past the deadline.
b. Introduce signage inside voting sites that notifies voters that they can register at that
voting site.
c. Emphasize opportunities for Conditional Voter Registration in pre-election
communications with voters
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i. This helps notify voters who might need to re-register or individuals who haven’t
yet registered that voter registration is still available in their county after the
deadline.
d. Offer voters who completed Conditional Voter Registration a paper receipt with followup guidance to track the status of their voter registration and ballot along with general
information about CVR.
(2) Improve Conditional Voter Registration at Voting Sites
In Napa County, we observed that CVR was offered online at a computer terminal rather than on
paper. This provided voters a quicker, more seamless CVR experience. It also minimized the amount
of handwriting required of CVR voters, which was very heavy in other counties offering CVR on a
paper registration form.
a. Offer Conditional Voter Registration through the online voter registration website.
(3) Provide More Training on Conditional Voter Registration Details
We observed that pollworkers were generally very knowledgeable about CVR and quick to offer it as
a solution to voters who wanted to cast a ballot. We observed several instances of confusion between
pollworkers and voters when trying to conduct CVR.
In one case, we observed some confusion on how to conduct CVR for a voter who was not present. A
woman visited a vote center inquiring about CVR for her daughter. In this case, the vote center
worker had given the woman a voter registration form, ballot on demand, and envelope to give her
daughter to mail in on her own. We also observed confusion in San Mateo County when a voter
came to a vote center with a printout of her online voter registration. CVR was usually conducted on
a paper voter registration form in San Mateo County. We suggest training pollworkers on how to deal
with the follow situations:
a. How to conduct CVR “to-go” for voters who are not present at the voting site
b. What to do with voters who come in with proof of an online voter registration in counties
that conduct CVR on paper voter registration forms
(4) Use Conditional Voter Registration as an Opportunity to Update Voter Rolls
a. Voters with a discrepancy in their voter file should be encouraged by pollworkers to
complete a CVR form to update the voter roll, even if it’s not deemed necessary for the
voter to cast their ballot that day. This will help create cleaner rolls for future elections.
i. CVR could be offered to voters who need to update their information, including
any of the following fields:
1. Address
2. Signature
3. Name
4. Political affiliation
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For counties operating elections under the Voter’s Choice Act or transitioning to the Voter’s Choice Act,
we offer some suggested practices for selecting vote centers:
(1) Select Vote Centers That Are Familiar to Voters
In Sacramento, libraries were very successful as vote centers and dropoff sites.
a. Selecting vote centers from previous polling places worked well in some areas. If a polling
place meets all the requirements and is spacious enough, consider making it a vote
center.
i. Voters who have a habit of visiting their polling place will correctly show up to the
right location.
b. Libraries are often trusted community gathering points and can make great vote centers.
(2) Select Vote Centers That Meet Voters’ Needs
Most vote centers we observed were spacious enough to accommodate high voter traffic and voters with
wheelchairs. Some vote centers were a bit cramped and could have provided more space to voters and
vote center staff. We also observed that some vote centers had posting limitations and restricted the
county’s ability to post relevant voting information for voters.
a. Ensure that vote centers are spacious enough for voters with wheelchairs to enter and
navigate the venue. Some vote centers had tight entryways and didn’t have enough
capacity to handle the high volume of voters showing up.
b. Ensure that vote center locations do not impose burdensome signage and posting
requirements.
(3) Utilize Pop-Up Mobile and Roving Voting Sites When Possible
We observed creative ways to engage voters attending high-traffic events or voters living in rural areas.
In Orange County, a pop-up mobile vote center was used to bring voting to attendees at various
population hubs and events. In San Mateo County, two “roving voting” sites were established for smaller,
more isolated communities that did not have a permanent vote center
a.

Utilize pop-up mobile vote centers to bring voting opportunities to people, rather than
waiting for people to come to vote centers.
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b. Offer roving voting to more rural communities in the county.
i. Instead of serving as a full-fledged vote center, roving voting locations offered
several voting machines for voters who want to cast a ballot. These roving voting
locations did not offer all the services that traditional vote centers offer, but they
provided voting opportunities to those who wanted to cast their ballots in person
and otherwise had limited opportunities to do so.

(1) Improve Vote Center Logistics and Voter Flow
Vote centers face unique logistical challenges because of the volume of voters they attract and the range
of services they provide. In many cases, we observed bottlenecks at the check in table and voter
confusion about where to go first. Some setup and logistical practices could be improved to address this.
Most vote centers had one table set up for check in, another table for voters to pick up their ballot (or
two tables, one for paper ballots and another for electronic voting), and a separate Conditional Voter
Registration table. While this setup offers clear roles for vote center workers, we observed bottlenecks at
the check in tables, occasional mistakes in passing a voter from the check in table to ballot retrieval
table, and general voter confusion as to where they should go.
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On Election Day when traffic was high, voters who were dropping off their ballots often waited in the
same line as in person voters. Those who knew they needed Conditional Voter Registration also waited in
the same line, though they could have been helped by a vote center worker at another table. Sometimes,
voters asked our poll monitors what to do since most vote center workers were busy helping other voters.
We recommend two setup options for counties to consider that could address these issues.
One of these options is the “one-stop shop” setup that we observed at the Napa County Elections
Office. This setup eliminates the need for voters to go to different tables as they attempt to cast a
ballot.
a. One-stop shop setup:
i. Voters work with one vote center worker for the entire voting process, including
additional voting services as needed.
ii. When they walk up to the counter or table, one vote center worker helps the
voter check in and retrieve their ballot, regardless of the ballot style. The vote
center worker also assists the voter with other services including Conditional
Voter Registration as needed.
iii. We observed that this model worked well for voters by minimizing confusion and
keeping the site orderly. This setup also helps ensure accuracy and that each
voter is being helped, because one vote center worker works with each voter
from start to finish.
Another option that we observed at one San Mateo County vote center is to combine the check-in
and ballot retrieval processes and keep separate stations for additional services like Conditional Voter
Registration. This setup removes the separate check-in/e-Pollbook station, which often was the
bottleneck at vote centers. It also helped minimize the number of vote center workers a voter had to
interact with to retrieve their ballot. Most importantly, it includes a vote center worker designated
with directing voters to the right table to minimize voter confusion as they figure out where to go for
help.
b. Combine check-in tables with ballot issuing tables. For counties that are offering both
electronic machine voting and paper ballot voting, here is how the Vote Center could be
set up:
1. One table for electronic voting (1-2 workers)
a. equipped with an e-Pollbook and an electronic voting ballot
machine
2. One table for paper ballot voting (1-2 workers)
a. equipped with an e-Pollbook and printers
3. One table for Conditional Voter Registration (1 worker)
a. equipped with voter registration forms or a computer for online
voter registration
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b. voters who complete their registration can then be directed to the
paper ballot table to get their ballot
c. The CVR table and paper voting table would be next to each other,
so vote center staff can communicate with each other if they need
to.
4. One vote center worker stationed at the entrance of the vote center to
direct voters to the correct table
c. For both setup models, the vote-by-mail dropoff box should be stationed toward the
entrance of the vote center and staffed by a vote center worker who can give guidance
to voters and double check that ballots are being cast correctly.
(2) Provide Better Vote Center Signage Outside
a. Vote centers should have conspicuous signage visible from the street and parking areas
directing them to the building of the voting site.
i. This is particularly important as counties transition from polling places to vote
centers.
ii. Tall signs are very visible to voters as they approach the voting site.
b. Vote center signs should include CVR messaging “Register and Vote Here”.
c. Signs should also be translated to Section 203 languages.

(3) Provide Better Signage Inside Vote Centers
a. Introduce a “Welcome” sign at vote centers that include:
i. General Voter’s Choice Act information for voters who might have questions
about the new model
ii. A list of services offered by vote centers
iii. A map of vote centers and dropboxes in the county
iv. Relevant websites for more information
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v. Information about Conditional Voter Registration and provisional ballots
b. If there are different tables for different services, implement signs indicating what each
table is offering:
i. Conditional Voter Registration Here
ii. Paper Ballot Voting Here
iii. Electronic Voting Here
iv. Vote-by-Mail Dropoff Here
c. Offer guidance on Vote-by-Mail drop-off boxes inside the vote center
i. Add a label/information on the drop-off box reminding voters to sign their
envelope, in case there are no vote center workers available to remind these
voters.
(4) Provide Additional Signage to Help Voters as Counties Transition to Vote Centers
Some voters visited their previous polling place to vote even though the county had transitionted to vote
centers, which is expected on some level. In Sacramento County, signage was placed at polling places on
an ad hoc basis to guide voters to the nearest vote center.
a. Place signage at old polling place locations notifying voters of the transition to vote
centers and indicating where the closest vote center is.
i. This is particularly important during the first two cycles of VCA implementation. It
is less important after several cycles of administering elections under the VCA.

On the days before Election Day, we observed low vote center volume until the Monday before Election
Day. Vote center workers were often bored and had little to do. This may change as outreach and voter
familiarity with vote center options improve. Adjusting staffing levels for voting volumes or providing
useful voting-related activities could address vote center worker fatigue.
We observed one vote center whose Spanish bilingual worker took Election Day off as a break. Having
that bilingual worker on Election Day is most likely more important than having them on any other day.
(1) Adjust Vote Center Workers’ Schedules and Roles
a. Have a minimum of 5-6 vote center workers on Election Day.
b. Assign vote center workers to:
i. Direct traffic in vote centers
1. Having one vote center worker responsible for directing voters to the right
area will help minimize voter confusion and improve operations on
Election Day.
ii. Accept vote-by-mail drop-offs outside of the vote center.
1. Stationing one to two vote center workers outside the vote center with a
ballot box to collect ballot drop-offs will also help many voters save time
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and can prevent long lines from forming, which can discourage people
from voting in person.
c. Arrange bilingual vote center workers’ schedules to ensure that they will be present on
Election Day.
i. Provide bilingual vote center workers flexible schedules leading up to Election
Day, if needed.
(2) Recruit at Least One Tech-Savvy Vote Center Worker
Vote center workers face unique challenges – one of them is finding a voter in the e-Pollbook as a
critical first step to voting. If vote center workers can’t find a voter, the voter will have to reregister through CVR.
a. Recruit at least one tech-savvy vote center worker who has strong database skills. This
individual can be the point person at vote centers when there is trouble pulling up a
voter’s file.
b. Having a youth pollworker plan can help with this. Young people are often very familiar
with using computers and have strong troubleshooting skills.

(1) Send General and Specific VCA Information to Voters by Mail

a. Send voters a single, loose-leaf color flyer explaining the county’s transition to the Voter’s
Choice Act and what it means for them as voters.
i. Highlight the wide availability of Conditional Voter Registration in the county.
b. Send voters a card highlighting their closest vote center and dropbox location.
(2) Send “Chase” Postcards
a. Send all voters who have not voted yet a chase card by E-7 reminding them to cast their
vote-by-mail ballot or visit a vote center to vote in person.
i. Chase cards will help remind voters of the upcoming deadline to cast their ballot.
ii. They also help ensure that those who missed their original vote-by-mail package
request a new ballot or visit a vote center by Election Day.

(1) Prepare Backup Plans in Case of E-Pollbook Failure
Backup methods for pulling up precinct numbers will help ensure that voters can vote in case the ePollbook system fails or is down temporarily.
We observed some cases of e-Pollbook issues. For example, In San Mateo County we observed slow ePollbook speeds that left voters waiting longer for their ballot. Backup rosters were provided to vote
center workers, but we did not observe them using this backup plan to get a voter their ballot more
quickly.
a. Prepare a backup offline roster that includes:
i. Voter names
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ii. Their corresponding precincts
iii. An offline method for marking whether the voter received a ballot in person
b. Emphasize this backup plan in training
i. Spend more time in training covering backup methods for giving voters ballots.
(2) Prepare Backup Plans in Case of Printer Failure
When the printer malfunctions in counties that offer both electronic ballot marking devices and paper
ballots, vote centers can default to alternative marking devices. This poses a problem to Conditional
Voter Registration voters, however, who can only vote on paper ballots.
In Sacramento County, one poll monitor observed printer issues in three out of five vote centers observed
on Election Day. In this case, all voters had to vote on the electronic machine.
a. Develop a protocol for printer failures and what to do with CVR voters:
i. Provide 2 printers to each vote center, particularly in communities with high
paper ballot usage.
b. Develop a backup plan to redirect CVR voters to the nearest vote center so they can cast
their ballot.
i. Without this backup printer, CVR voters will be turned away.
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In every county we monitored, we observed the efforts made by counties to meet voters where they are by
providing them with relevant information and offering accommodations to voters casting their ballots. This
approach of incorporating the voters’ needs and preferences in the county election plan is an approach we
commend.
With the implementation of the Voter’s Choice Act, voters are provided even more options and flexibility when
casting their ballots. Though the transition to the Voter’s Choice Act requires a certain level of work on behalf of
the counties, it seems that this process has been valuable and worthwhile for voters in VCA counties and for the
counties conducting their elections under this new model.
We believe that incorporating a combination of the recommendations highlighted here will help ensure a smooth
voting experience for voters and an effective operating model for counties. As we prepare for our next phase of
Election Protection taking place this fall, we recognize that through the implementation of voter-centric practices,
California counties are on the right path toward strengthening our fair and effective elections system.
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